ABOUT US
QUICK FACTS
•

$12 Billion in annual processing
volume*

•

50,000 merchants*

•

3,278 growth rate*

•

350 employees

•

100% invested in you
*in the past 3 years

PHILOSOPHY
At Century, everyone acts as CEO.
CENTURY’S CORE VALUES:
Character
We conduct ourselves honestly and
respectfully.
Excellence
We strive to provide best-in-class service
and solutions.
Ownership
We are personally accountable for every
transaction.

Who are we?
Century Payments is a nationally recognized leader in the electronic payment processing
industry, dedicated to developing the most progressive, dynamic programs to benefit merchants,
partners and agents alike. Through the white label alliance programs, Century is the fastest
growing electronic payments company. In 2012, Century entered the elite group recognized on
the Inc. 500 list as one of the top 100 fastest growing, privately owned businesses for three
consecutive years. The company is headquartered in Frisco, Texas.

Why Century?
Industry innovators. Game changers. Rainmakers. The people of Century Payments have been
called many things – except average. Merging best-in-class payment processing technologies
with honest, friendly service, we’re bridging the gap between a static financial industry and a
human-driven market. This fast paced and dynamic organization is 100% invested in delivering
quality products, hiring the best people and providing an outstanding customer experience.

Our Mission
Our mission is to be the most trusted provider of merchant services to small-and medium-sized
businesses. We do this by utilizing unique, integrated payment partnering models, investing
in the most progressive payment technologies, and delivering exceptional personal service
and support. This translates into powerful results for our stakeholders and more importantly,
creates a company you can feel proud to partner with and we can feel proud to work for,
When you’re empowered to do the right thing, you don’t have to ask for permission. That sense
of ownership and accountability drives the entrepreneurial spirit behind Century’s culture.

Company Evolution
Where you’ve been helps drive where you’re going. That’s why at Century, we make it a point
to remember where we came from.
It takes more than a following to be a leader. It takes a resume of proven accomplishments.
At Century Payments, our key executives have led and grown some of the largest business
units in the payment processing industry, offering more than 100 years of combined
experience in sales, service and financial management. With these insightful individuals
at the helm, Century Payments is able to drive uncommon results for our merchants,
partners, and employees.
Since our inception in 2006, Century Payments has grown to over 350 employees
spread throughout the United States, enjoying close to $12 billion in annual processing
volume.

“I work everyday with a team of true entrpreneaurs. I love
that I have that competitive environment that feels like a
real team endeavor. Each day is a learning experience.
Being pushed to my potential really excites me.”
- Sean McNabb, Inside Sales

